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Abstract—Efficiently analyzing geo-distributed datasets is emerging as a major demand in a cloud-edge system. Since the datasets are
often generated in closer proximity to end users, traditional works mainly focus on offloading proper tasks from those hotspot edges to
the datacenter to decrease the overall completion time of submitted jobs in a one-shot manner. However, optimizing the completion time
of current job alone is insufficient in a long-term scope since some datasets would be used multiple times. Instead, optimizing the data
distribution is much more efficient and could directly benefit forthcoming jobs, although it may postpone the execution of current one.
Unfortunately, due to the throwaway feature of data fetcher, existing data analytics systems fail to re-distribute corresponding data out of
hotspot edges after the execution of data analytics. In order to minimize the overall completion time for a sequence of jobs as well as to
guarantee the performance of current one, we propose to re-distribute the data along with task offloading, and formulate corresponding
ε-bounded data-driven task scheduling problem over wide area network under the consideration of edge heterogeneity. We design an
online schema runData, which offloads proper tasks and related data via piggybacking to the datacenter based on delicately calculated
probabilities. Through rigorous theoretical analysis, runData is proved concentrated on its optimum with high probability. We implement
runData based on Spark and HDFS. Both testbed results and trace-driven simulations show that runData re-distributes proper data via
piggybacking and achieves up to 37% reduction on average response time compared with state-of-the-art schemas.
Index Terms—Cloud-edge System, Data Re-distribution, Heterogeneity, Online Schema
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I NTRODUCTION

Tens of datacenters [2] as well as thousands of nearby
edges [3] have already been deployed all over the world by
many global companies and organizations, like Google [4],
Microsoft [5] and Alibaba [6], in order to provide highquality services for end users [7]. These nearby edges continuously produce large volume of data, including trillions
of user clicks [8], TB-sized logs during the daily usage of diverse applications [9] as well as massive videos recorded for
surveillance purposes [10], which is widely used for various
timely data analytics [11] and commercial decisions [12].
Aggregating [13] such volume of data from nearby edges
to the datacenter over wide area network (WAN) [12] easily
incurs long transmission delays. As a result, previous works
mainly focus on those network-aware strategies to shorten
the transmission delay over WAN [9], [12], [14]. That is, in
order to decrease the volume of data transmissions, those
works prefer to queuing adequate data analytics tasks at
nearby edges [15], [16], [17] while offloading the rest to the
datacenter. Since a submitted job often contains multiple
tasks [15], [18] and only the completion of the straggliest one
decides its termination [9], these works essentially minimize
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the maximal completion time of all tasks for each submitted
job, but the optimization is conducted in a one-shot manner.
However, optimizing the completion time for each submitted job in a one-shot manner or an on-demand manner
is insufficient. Firstly, since some datasets generated would
be used multiple times [19], [20], offloading those hot data
from edges to the datacenter directly benefits forthcoming
jobs. Unfortunately, those one-shot or on-demand strategies
are unwilling to re-distribute the hot data because it would
postpone the execution of current jobs. Secondly, as shown
in our system analysis later, due to the throwaway feature
of the data fetchers in existing data analytics systems [21],
transferred data stored in memory is discarded during the
execution of the task, and the data distribution is essentially
unchanged. Thirdly, the data is often generated unevenly
across geo-distributed edges [18], skewed data distribution
easily overloads those edges with poor computing capacities [16], [17] repeatedly, or even leads to the outages [22].
Therefore, for the overall performance of the data analytics
system, we prefer to re-distribute the data from heterogenous geo-distributed edges to the datacenter, in order to
minimize the overall completion time for a sequence of jobs.
Unfortunately, re-distributing hot data out of hotspot
edges as early as possible is non-trivial. On the one hand,
traditional approaches, like detecting the hot data upon the
number of their accesses heuristically, are unable to classify
those target candidates until the access counter reaches to
a pre-defined threshold. Then, hot data has to be crowded
within hotspot edges before the actual data re-distribution.
On the other hand, the bandwidth over WAN is often costly
and limited [18]. Aggregating large volume of data from
edges to the datacenter is unrealistic for timely commercial
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R ELATED W ORK

We summarize prior research in three categories, and highlight their drawbacks compared to our work, respectively.
2.1 Intra-Cluster Data Management
Previous works regarding the management of data within
a cluster focused on two aspects: 1) profiling the characteristics of data analytics according to their usage patterns on
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data analytics. Furthermore, there is a conflict between redistributing hot data as early as possible and postponing a
little on the execution of the job currently submitted.
Inspired by the fact that each task has to fetch its required data before execution, in order to avoid discarding
already transferred data in existing data analytics systems,
we propose to keep it and validate it in the datacenter along
with task offloading and execution, i.e., data re-distribution
via piggybacking in this paper. As a result, on the one hand,
thanks to hot data re-distribution, instead of being crowded
in hotspot edges, forthcoming tasks can be directly executed
within the datacenter, leading to a lower completion time.
On the other hand, edges have less opportunities to be overloaded since the data required by those computing-intensive
tasks is more likely to be offloaded to the datacenter.
We address the issue of re-distributing the data between
heterogeneous geo-distributed edges and the datacenter by
formulating ε-bounded data-driven task scheduling problem, to minimize the overall completion time for a sequence
of jobs, as well as to ensure the performance of currently
submitted job and WAN usage controlled by ε. Afterwards,
we propose an online schema runData, offloading proper
tasks while re-distributing related data from the edges to the
datacenter via piggybacking based on delicately calculated
probabilities. Specifically, we use the probabilities calculated
as the preference to assign tasks and decide the distribution.
Through rigorous theoretical analysis, runData can be
proved concentrated on its optimum with high probabilities
by using Martingale analysis. Both testbed results and tracedriven simulations show that runData reaches up to 37%
reduction regarding the average job completion time by
transferring hot data candidates as early as possible. More
specifically, the overall accesses of nearly 40% data uploaded
by runData are higher than 5 and nearby 90% of uploaded
data is transferred when their accesses are just less than 4.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first to propose
and design data-driven task scheduling via piggybacking in
a cloud-edge system. Our contributions are summarized as
•
We formulate ε-bounded data-driven task scheduling problem (εD-GeoTS), which essentially optimizes
the overall latency for a sequence of jobs as well as
guarantees the response time for each job and WAN
usage by re-distributing data via piggybacking.
•
We design an online schema runData, which offloads
proper tasks as well as re-distributes corresponding
data to the datacenter via piggybacking. By rigorous
theoretical analysis, runData can be proved concentrated on its optimum with high probability.
•
We implement a prototype based on Spark and HDFS
and evaluate runData with trace-driven simulations.
The results show that runData achieves up to 37%
reduction compared with state-of-the-art schemas.
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Fig. 1. Preliminary case studies: (a) Popularity of accessed bytes from
Cosmos [20]; (b) Variation on generated data sizes from Skype [34]

the resources; 2) conducting the management of resources
to balance the skewed workloads over datasets.
Note that precisely predicting the data access patterns
for various data analytics was shown difficult due to their
diverse functionalities [23], [24]. Mantri [25] and Grass [26]
studied the relationship between task durations and some
dynamic factors, including the congestion of I/O, the inference, etc., among concurrent tasks. Graphene [23] profiled
DAGs for better packing strategy. Some works also investigated on the management of data for imbalanced usage on
datasets. Datanet [27] focused on managing the datasets by
using an elastic structure. NearestFit [28] designed a novel
profile-guided progress indicator, which predicted the data
skewness and the stragglers to avoid the excessive use of
resources. SkewTune [29] balanced the usage of computing
resources for various workloads and related datasets. Chen
et al. [30] studied a hybrid approach combing data-parallel
and task-parallel optimization. Other works, like [31], [32],
[33], discussed task-parallel executions for data analytics.
Unfortunately, when large volume of data is generated at
the end of the network, previous works fail to treat the costly
transmissions over WAN and skewed data distribution via
the data re-distribution along with the task offloading.
2.2

Inter-Cluster Management on Resources

Existing works mainly focused on reducing the transmission
of data over WAN for data analytics. JetStream [13] aimed
at aggregating the data to one site, e.g., a cluster or the datacenter, under the consideration of insufficient bandwidths.
Geode [9] studied the optimization of WAN usage among
geo-distributed sites. ADP [35] used hypergraph to model
the user requests, and split it with the least cost. Iridium [12]
optimized the proportions of tasks to different sites in order
to avoid the bottleneck links, and heuristically moving the
data out of bottleneck edges in advance. Flutter [15] and
SWAG [16] studied both network transmission and computation for concurrent tasks among sites, in order to optimize
the straggliest. To deal with both heterogeneous computing
capacity and WAN bandwidth, Tetrium [18] was proposed
for speeding up overall latency of data analytics.
Although precious works have already considered both
computation and transmission, their optimization objectives
only focus on those current jobs. Instead, we design a datadriven task scheduling for jobs in an online manner.
2.3

Resource Management at Edges

Other works optimized the resource usage for data analytics
and corresponding applications at edges. Some of them tried
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to propose resource allocation schemas for video analytics.
DIVS [36] proposed task-level parallel and model-level parallel training models to accelerate the analytics of videos.
VideoStorm [10], [37] accelerated video analytics queries on
live video streams. And the rest studied the deployment of
machine learning models. DADS [38] optimally partitioned
the DNN under different network conditions. IONN [39]
designed a partitioning-based DNN offloading schema.
Those works conduct the resource management at edges
for various applications, but they fail to offload the tasks
with data re-distribution to avoid heavy workloads at edges.

[18] occurs. As a consequence, the completion time of related data analytics, executed within such overloaded edges
and hotspots, would be no doubt elongated.
Throwaway Feature of Data Fetcher in Analytics. Each
data analytics task treats the raw input data as follows [21],
as shown in Fig. 2: 1) the data fetcher connects the distributed file system, e.g., Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) [42], and requires the raw input data batch by batch,
e.g., 64KB sized data for a batch; 2) the LineReader embedded in the task splits each batch data into multiple lines
according to predefined line delimiters, e.g., CR (’\r’) and
LF (’\n’); 3) the TextInputFormat embedded in the task further splits each line string into multiple <key, value> pairs
according to the data record delimiters, e.g., the comma; and
4) finally, the task treats each data record for data analytics.
Note that all of these operations are conducted in memory. As long as the batch data has already been fetched and
split for data analytics task, it would be discarded directly,
i.e., the throwaway feature of the data fetcher. Essentially,
distributed file systems are designed to support the pipeline
execution for data analytics tasks. As a result, the raw input
data, i.e., the data block, is fetched batch by batch through
Read APIs after the establishment of connections. After the
executions of all tasks, the data distribution is essentially
unchanged, i.e., the data is still stored within the edges near
to the end users, unless the distributed file system balances
the data itself according to the data volume.
Need for Re-distribution via Piggybacking. On the one
hand, re-distributing hot data candidates as early as possible
can intuitively release the heavy workload on hotspot edges,
decreasing the completion time of incoming jobs. Actually, a
task is offloaded to the datacenter means related input data
needs to be transferred either. Thus, keeping those hot data
candidates within the datacenter has no extra bandwidth
cost over WAN, as shown in Fig. 3. Data re-distribution via
piggybacking just keeps in store already transferred data in
memory batch by batch after the completion of each task,
which does little harm to the execution of data analytics. On
the other hand, those data related to computing intensive
tasks should also be transferred to the datacenter as early as
possible along with the migration of tasks.
Local Optimum versus Global Optimum. The global
objective is no doubt to improve the performance of entire
data analytics system, i.e., minimizing the overall completion time for jobs in a long-term scope. Although the data redistribution actually speeds up the forthcoming jobs, it may
also defer a little bit on currently submitted jobs for better
global performance based on the task offloading strategy. A

3
3.1

M OTIVATION AND S YSTEM M ODEL
Motivation for Re-distribution via Piggybacking

Massive data is often generated within nearby edges, easily
leading to heavy workloads on those hotspots. Since some
data would be used multiple times, offloading computingintensive tasks and re-distributing related hot data out of
these bottleneck edges to the datacenter as early as possible
would benefit forthcoming jobs. Unfortunately, existing data
fetchers embedded in those data analytics systems fail to redistribute the input data along with the task offloading since
the data is fetched batch by batch in a throwaway manner.
Frequently Used Geo-distributed Datasets. As shown
in previous studies, many datasets are accessed by multiple
analytics over time. For example, as high as 721 accesses are
achieved within 24 hours in Facebook Trace [19]. Further
shown in Fig. 1(a), 11.6% datasets are accessed for more than
10 times in Microsoft Cosmos [20]. Moreover, such datasets
are often unevenly generated across geo-distributed edges,
near to those end users. For example, based on the analysis
of Skpye logs over 126 Azure sites, relative to the site with
the minimum data generated, the median, 90th percentile
and the maximum values are 8x, 15x and 22x, respectively,
more [18]. Similar results are also illustrated in [34], where
the data volumes generated per second derived from 1249
Skype connections are quite different, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Easily Overloaded Heterogeneous Edges. With the cumulative process of data accesses, overloaded datasets are
more likely to be hot data candidates and would be accessed
by data analytics again. Restricted to limited resources [40],
[41] at edges, frequent accesses on the datasets easily incurs
heavy workloads and overloads geo-distributed edges. Furthermore, the computing resources consumed by different
data analytics are quite different [15], [23]. Then, the datasets
related to computing-intensive tasks are more likely to result
in hotspots at edges, especially when the heterogeneity [17],
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TABLE 1
Summary of Main Notations Used
Symbol
G
Tj
ek
γi
Si
hsi
Lk

Description
Set of all edges considered in the cloud-edge system
Task set of job-j , i.e., consists of multiple concurrent tasks
Execution time of task-k in the datacenter, k ∈ T j
The ratio of CPU frequency at edge-i to that of DC1
Set of compute slots hosted by edge-i
Binary variable indicates whether edge-i hosts slot-s
Set of edges with required data stored for task-k, Lk ⊆ G
Primary copy for each data block, i.e., |Lk | = 1
Rjs
Tasks queued on slot-s in front when job-j is submitted
qjs
Queue delay for task-k if it is assigned to slot-s, k ∈ T j
N ji
Set of tasks in job-j offloaded from edge-i to DC
σi
Transmission delay for one data block from edge-i to DC
bk
Transmission delay of task-k from edge-i to DC, i ∈ Lk
Cj
Completion time of job-j , depends on the straggliest task
Decision Description
Iks
Indicator of assigning task-k to slot-s
1. The term ’DC’ is the abbreviation of datacenter.

typical example is that a dataset will be multiply used by
several jobs, and the global optimum solution is to transfer
the whole dataset to the datacenter at the very beginning.
As a result, the first job has to be delayed due to long data
transmission over WAN, which should be also avoided.
3.2

System Model

Table 1 illustrates the main notations used. A typical cloudedge system, as shown in Fig. 4, consists of the datacenter
and multiple heterogeneous edges, offering various services
to users based on some commonly used big data analytics
frameworks, like Hadoop [43] and Spark [21]. Such frameworks not only manage the resources, but also schedule
the tasks and track the status for submitted jobs, i.e., the
local manager embedded within each edge keeps tracking of
available local resources and task status [21], [43], as well as
periodically updates the global manager in the datacenter.
Job Description. For each job submitted to data analytics
system, the global manager often converts it into a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) of stages [12], defined as G = (V, E),
where each edge e ∈ E represents the dependency, and each
node v ∈ V represents a stage containing many concurrent
tasks with similar functionality [9], [15]. Although scheduling the DAGs over WAN has already been widely studied
by previous works [9], [23], most of them largely depend
on the estimation for subsequent untreated stages. Thus, for
computation feasibility, we only consider the scheduling of
concurrent tasks for each stage step by step according to
their dependencies. We denote by T j the task set pending
for scheduling in current stage of job-j . Note that each stage
of original submitted jobs is a new job instead in this paper
to the data analytics system like existing systems [21], [43]
and previous works [15], [18], and ∀j1 , j2 , T j1 ∩ T j2 = ∅.
Data and Edge Description. Each task requires one data
block with uniform size, e.g., 128MB, stored in distributed
file system, e.g., HDFS [42] for execution. Note that we only
consider the primary copy for each block [16] under the consideration of the overhead for maintaining the consistency
among multiple copies. To describe the computing capacity
of geo-distributed edges, e.g., cellular base stations with colocated servers [44], we use the compute slot as the minimal
resource unit [45], including memory, CPU, etc. [21], [46],
each of which has a local queue for tasks [47] if the slot is

Data
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Task Offloading
Global Manager

Wide Area
Network

Compute Slots

Servers

Servers

Edges

Datacenter

Fig. 4. Modeling for the data analytics in a cloud-edge system

currently in use. We denote by S i the set of slots hosted by
edge-i, i ∈ G , and denote by G the set of all edges. Then,
the variable Iks indicates whether task-k , k ∈ T j for job-j
is assigned to slot-s, s ∈ S i hosted by edge-i, or not.
Task Execution. Generally, the datacenter has adequate
compute slots and better computing ability, so that the tasks
deployed to the datacenter run faster than that at edges [48].
In this paper, we define the base execution time for task-k ,
i.e., ek as its running time in the datacenter. The estimation
accuracy can reach up to 80% [26], through estimating the
task duration from those finished ones. Afterwards, we use
γi (≥ 1) to represent the performance difference between the
datacenter and edge-i. Note that the performance difference
is mainly caused by the difference on CPU [49], including
the number of threads per core and its basic frequency. Then,
the execution time of task-k at edge-i is γi ek accordingly.
If task-k is scheduled to slot-s at edge-i, its queuing time,
represented as qjs , is the sum of all expected execution time
of all tasks queued in front, based on the FIFO strategy [14],
when job-j is submitted, k ∈ T j . That is
X
hsi γi ek′ ,
∀j, s : qjs ,
k′ ∈Rjs ,s∈S i ,i∈Lk′

where Rjs is the set of all tasks queued in front of task-k on
slot-s after the submission of job-j , k ∈ T j . We use hsi to
indicate whether slot-s is hosted by edge-i, i ∈ Lk′ , and Lk′
indicates the set of edges with required input data block for
task-k ′ . Note that hsi is the binary variable already
known
S
before scheduling, and |Lk | = 1, Lk ⊆ {G
{DC}} only
considers the primary copy for each data block stored and
used as mentioned before, where {DC} indicates that the
related data block is stored within the datacenter.
Task Transmission. Each edge connects to the datacenter
with limited WAN bandwidth, which follows the strategy of
shared usage [50], i.e., those concurrently data transmissions
share the bandwidth equally. For the tasks offloaded to the
datacenter over WAN, they need to fetch their required
data blocks before execution, although the fetcher actually
requires related data blocks in a batch manner as mentioned
before. Here, we denote by σi the data transmission delay
for transferring only one data block with uniform size from
edge-i to the datacenter with fully use of current available
bandwidth. Due to the shared usage on the bandwidth,
the actual data transmission delay naturally relies on the
number of concurrent tasks offloaded to the datacenter.
Then, the data transmission delay bk for any offloaded taskk , whose required data block is stored in edge-i, is

∀j, k : bk , |N ji |σi , i ∈ Lk , k ∈ T j ,
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where N ji is the set of tasks offloaded out of edge-i.
Concentration on
Optimum w.h.p.

Global-GeoTS

3.3

{Iks}

Problem Formulation

The task scheduler embedded in the global manager assigns
all of the tasks, corresponding to submitted jobs, either at
edges or to the datacenter, to minimize the overall completion time. The overall completion time of job-j , defined as
Cj , relies on the straggliest task over those ones assigned at
edges and those ones offloaded to the datacenter, i.e.,

∀j : Cj , max {Localj , Remotej },
where Localj and Remotej represent the completion time
of the straggliest task assigned at edges and offloaded to the
datacenter, respectively. On the one hand, the completion
time of the straggliest task assigned at edges depends on
the queue condition and its execution, i.e.,
X

∀j : Localj ,
max
qjs +
Iks hsi γi ek ,
s∈{∪S i ,i∈G}

k∈T j ,i∈Lk

where {∪S i , i ∈ G} considers all of the slots over edges.
On the other hand, the completion time of those tasks
offloaded from edges to the datacenter also depends on the
straggliest in terms of both the transmission over WAN and
the execution in the datacenter, i.e.,

∀j : Remotej , max {Xk · (bk + ek )},
k∈T j

where the variable Xk ∈ {1, 0} indicates whether task-k is
offloaded or not. Note that Xk can be represented by the
decisions. The relationship between Xk and {Iks } is
X
Iks .
∀k : Xk , 1 −

Single Job
Guarantee

min
s.t.
var.

Cj
Xk , 1 −

X

s∈S i ,i∈Lk

[GeoTS]
Iks , Xk ∈ {1, 0}, ∀k,

GeoTS

Re-distribute
Extra Data byε
Algorithm 2

Relax
Domain

Solve {pks}
+
Round

lp-GeoTS

Fig. 5. Relationship between proposed problems and algorithms

problem, in order to show how hard the proposed problems
are, which hampers us from efficient solutions.
We use Opt(Cj ) here to represent the optimum of GeoTS.
However, optimizing current job-j is sub-optimal because
each single job submitted is unwilling to spend extra time or
cost for data re-distribution according to the objective form
in the GeoTS. As a result, hot data has to be crowded within
hotspot edges, elongating the completion time of incoming
related jobs because some datasets would be used multiple
times. Therefore, in terms of the overall completion time for
a sequence of jobs, the global optimum should be achieved
by both task offloading and data re-distribution.
Task Offloading for Jobs via Piggybacking. The objective of the global optimum is to minimize the overall latency
for a sequence of jobs, via task offloading along with the
data re-distribution between the edges and the datacenter
(DC), i.e., {Iks } also indicates the data locations. We have
X
Cj
[Global − GeoTS]
min
j

s.t.

Lk = {DC} if Xk = 1, ∀k,
X
Iks , ∀k,
Xk , 1 −
s∈S i ,i∈Lk

var.

Iks ∈ {1, 0}, ∀k, s.

However, achieving the global optimum may also defer
the completion time of each single job, which is unrealistic
for timely data analytics. Hence, we try to balance the global
optimum as well as the tolerable completion time for current
job, i.e., task offloading via piggybacking should be closer
to its local optimum. Therefore, we formulate ε-bounded
data-driven task scheduling problem as follows:
Definition 1. (εD -GeoTS) ε-bounded Geo-distributed DataDriven Task Scheduling Problem: With the system models, we
formulate the following optimization problem:
X
Cj
[εD − GeoTS]
min
j

s.t.

Iks ∈ {1, 0}, ∀k, s.

Other works also focus on the management of tasks with
diverse objective forms. For example, some models [51], [52]
in terms of the task transmissions over wireless networks
and edge networks are studied, cumulative task completion
time is considered [53], [54], etc. However, the inner challenges for the problem in terms of the assignment of tasks
are unchanged. That is, the decisions for the assignment of
tasks are often discrete and the related problems are then
NP-hard. Note that the property of NP-hard is used to describe the decision versions of these proposed optimization

Decouple

εD -GeoTS

s∈S i ,i∈Lk

Actually, the previous equation guarantees that a task
can only be assigned either to a slot hosted by the edge, in
which required data block is stored, or directly offloaded to
the datacenter. For those tasks offloaded to the datacenter,
i.e., Xk = 1, there is no need to queue them any more since
the datacenter has better computing capacity than that of
edges as mentioned in previous subsection.
One-shot Task Offloading. GeoTS, the Geo-distributed
Task Scheduling Problem for current job-j , similar to those
works [15], [18], essentially offloading tasks between edges
and the datacenter, is to minimize the overall task completion time, i.e., Cj , max{Localj , Remotej } as follows:

Algorithm 1: runData

Algorithm 3

Remotej ≤ F(Opt(Cj ), εj ), ∀j,
X
Lk = {DC} if Xk , 1 −

s∈S i ,i∈Lk

var.

(0)

Iks = 1, ∀k,

Iks ∈ {1, 0}, ∀k, s,

where function F takes the local optimum and εj as its input.
Unfortunately, evenly the problem of solving the local
optimum Opt(Cj ) in εD -GeoTS, i.e., solving GeoTS first,
has already been proved as NP-hard. Due to the infeasibility
of Opt(Cj ), we propose to use its feasible lower bound as
the substitute shown later, which also facilitates our analysis
and system implementation, upon the monotonicity of F .
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Algorithm 1 Online Schema runData
// Triggered for each submitted job in an online manner.
// Step 1 solves proposed lp-GeoTS for submitted job-j .
1: LocalOpt Based Task Offloading (Alg. 2);
// Step 2 makes the decisions for data re-distribution.
2: ε Bounded Data Driven Task Scheduling (Alg. 3).

F has multiple feasible forms. However, the most intuitive form is linear, i.e., F(Opt(Cj ), εj ) , Opt(Cj )+εj , since
εj directly shows the distance away from the local optimum
of job-j . Actually, any monotone function F respect to both
Opt(Cj ) and εj is meaningful. Note that, given Opt(Cj ) or
its substitute, if F is linear or quadratic respect to the second
input εj , the computational complexity of solving a problem
with a linear objective and Constraint (0) is fairly low [55] in
the domain of reals, and closed-form solutions are available.
Nevertheless, if F is generally a convex function, solving
the problem with Constraint (0) alone comes with a higher
computational complexity to obtain the solutions.
Then, the linear form of F adopted in this paper is the
most suitable one for both tractability and interpretability.

4

O NLINE S CHEMA D ESIGN

The proposed online data-driven schema runData in this
paper solves εD -GeoTS within polynomial time based on
two key steps, as shown in Algorithm 1:
i) Algorithm 2 generates LocalOpt-based task offloading
using the results solved from the relaxed version of GeoTS,
i.e., lpGeoTS, as well as using randomized task assignment,
which facilitates the theoretical analysis later;
ii) Algorithm 3 further conducts the ε-bounded data redistribution upon LocalOpt-based task offloading, which redistributes extra data blocks via idle bandwidth before the
completion of the straggliest with controlled performance.
The relationship between all of the problems proposed
and the algorithms are illustrated in Fig. 5. Actually, balancing the workloads, controlling the network communication
overhead and fully utilizing the task synchronization in the
system are key issues involved in the assignment of tasks.
runData is a well-designed online schema for these issues.
4.1

LocalOpt-based Task Offloading

To obtain the feasible substitute for Opt(Cj ) in εD -GeoTS,
we rely on its relax version, i.e., lp-GeoTS shown later, and
use it to guide the scheduling of εD -GeoTS. The optimum
of lp-GeoTS actually shows the theoretical lower bound of
GeoTS due to relaxed domains of related decisions.
Problem Transformation. Since solving GeoTS for the
optimum Opt(Cj ) is infeasible if NP 6= P, we try to relax the
domain of GeoTS from integers to reals as follows:

min
s.t.
var.

ej
C
ek , 1 −
X

X

s∈S i ,i∈Lk

pks ∈ [0, 1], ∀k, s,

[lp − GeoTS]
e
pks , Xk ∈ [0, 1], ∀k,

where we substitute variables Iks ∈ {1, 0} and Xk ∈ {1, 0}
ek ∈ [0, 1], ∀k in order to obtain C
ej , as well as
for reals pks , X
conduct related changes in the definition of Cj for GeoTS.
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Algorithm 2 LocalOpt Based Task Offloading
Require: Set of tasks requested by job-j : T j ;
Transmission delay between edges and DC: {σi };
Performance difference among edges: {γi };
Base execution time for tasks: {ek }.
ej ), {pks } ← Solve lp-GeoTS;
1: Opt(C
2: for each task-k ∈ T j do
3:
{Iks }1 = Randomized Rounding({pks }),
{Iks }2 = Randomized Rounding({pks });
4: end for
5: {Cj }1 = GeoTS(T j , {γi }, {σi }, {ek }, {Iks }1 ),
{Cj }2 = GeoTS(T j , {γi }, {σi }, {ek }, {Iks }2 );
6: Ωj = min{{Cj }1 , {Cj }2 };
ej ).
7: Return the values to Alg. 1: Ωj , {Iks }, Opt(C
Algorithm 3 ε Bounded Data Driven Task Scheduling
ej ) and Ωj from Alg. 2;
Require: Opt(C
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

LocalOpt based task offloading: {Iks }.
εj = mini,k {σi , γi ek };
ej ) + εj − Ωj ;
βj = Opt(C
for each edge-i do
Re-distributing data blocks in: min {max {0, βj }, Θ};
Update {Iks } for re-distributing extra data blocks;
end for
Deploy tasks with data re-distribution using {Iks }.

ej ) the optimum
Correspondingly, we denote by Opt(C
solved from lp-GeoTS. Since the optimum of lp-GeoTS (under real domain) is better than any other feasible solution
for GeoTS (under integer domain), we have
ej ) ≤ Opt(Cj ).
∀j : Opt(C

ej )
Thus, we substitute Opt(Cj ) in εD -GeoTS for Opt(C
e
due to the feasibility of Opt(Cj ) by using the mature linej ) shows the
ear programming techniques. Actually, Opt(C
lower bound of Opt(Cj ). Thus, we use it to control the WAN
usage and the transmission delay. Then, we have
ej ), εj ) , Opt(C
ej ) + εj ,
∀j : F(Opt(C
ej ), εj ) ≤ F(Opt(Cj ), εj ).
∀j : Remotej ≤ F(Opt(C

ek } can be
Randomized Task Assignment. {pks } and {X
seen as a guidance for scheduling since it actually shows the
preference on the task assignment based on current system
status. Thus, we use {pks } solved as a series of probabilities
to assign each task between the edges and the datacenter.
To apply these solved probabilities to a feasible solution
of GeoTS, shown in line 3 of Algorithm 2, we use the ranek } as follows:
domized rounding strategy on {pks } and {X
i) ∀k ∈ T j , we randomly pick a decimal ξk ∈ (0, 1];
ii) ∀s ∈ S i , i ∈PLk , Iks equals
P 1 if and only if ξk falls
into the interval ( s′ ∈U s pks′ , s′ ∈V s pks′ ], otherwise Iks
equals 0. U s contains all of the slots, whose slot indexes are
less than that of s; and V s contains all of the slots, whose
slot indexes are less than or equal to that of slot-s.
Actually, given k , a series of variables {Iks } split the
interval (0, 1] into multiple parts. And only when ξk falls
into the interval corresponding to slot-s, Iks equals 1, and
the interval length for slot-s is exactly pks . Thus, we have

∀k, s : E[Iks ] = pks .
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Then, {Xks } can be directly obtained based on its definition in GeoTS. Essentially, the higher value of pks shows
much more preference on slot-s regarding the assignment.
Power of Two Choices. Although each task is deployed
according to a series of probabilities solved based on current
system status, i.e., based on {pks }, the bad event in terms of
long completion time for a single job may still occur with
a certain probability by using rounded {Iks }. In order to
avoid such bad event as much as possible, we conduct the
power of two choices, as shown in line 6 of Algorithm 2.
That is, we use the randomized rounding twice upon {pks },
to obtain {Iks }1 and {Iks }2 , and choose the better one in
terms of the lower completion time for GeoTS. We denote
by Ωj the lower completion time after adopting the power
of two choices in our designed randomized task assignment.
Remark 1. First of all, when multiple jobs are submitted,
runData is actually triggered for each job in order of their
submitted timestamps, just like Hadoop [43] and Spark [21].
And after the assignment for a specific job, the descriptions
of related tasks are added to the queues of related slots, e.g.,
the Executors in Spark. Note that the assignment takes effect
directly after the execution of runData, like Spark, instead
of periodically updating the status, like Hadoop, since the
assignment only transfers those meta information of tasks,
i.e., task descriptions. Further transmissions regarding input
data blocks and the codes for these tasks are conducted only
after the trigger of runnable task processes by the executors.
Remark 2. Although for those computing-intensive tasks,
the memory may be insufficient, the memory kept and used
for the data re-distribution via piggybacking is essentially
fixed, i.e., the size of one data block, since a task uses one
block as its input. Such memory kept for data re-distribution
could be further compressed if the excessive part is flushed
out asynchronously, which does little harm to the execution.
4.2

ε-bounded Data-driven Task Scheduling

Although LocalOpt-based task offloading actually transfers
those hot data candidates and those computing-intensive
tasks to the datacenter through the optimization of GeoTS,
the termination of a job is decided by the straggliest task.
Wait for the Straggliest. All of the edges, expect for the
one hosting the straggliest, can fully utilize the waiting for
re-distributing extra data blocks before the completion of a
job. Via piggybacking, current job-j uses extra but controlled
time lag, i.e., εj for further data re-distribution to benefit
forthcoming jobs. As shown in line 1 of Algorithm 3, current
status of the cloud-edge system can be seen as the preference
on data re-distribution. Therefore, εj is carefully chosen as
mini,k {σi , γi ek }, which also facilitates the analysis later.
More specifically, for each job-j submitted in an online manner, we re-distribute ⌊min{Θ, max{0, βj }}/σi ⌋ more data
blocks from edge-i to the datacenter, as shown in lines 2 and
ej ) + εj − Ωj shows the
4 of Algorithm 3, where βj = Opt(C
extra but controlled time lag for WAN usage. Note that Θ
here represents the minimum inter-arrival time [16] between
two consecutive jobs. That is, if the edges are busy, extra
data re-distribution is unnecessary and cancelled.
Extra Offloaded Data. Essentially, during the extra data
re-distribution before the completion of the straggliest, we
prefer to re-distribute those hot data candidates with higher
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data accesses and the data blocks related to the tasks with
longer execution delays. In this paper, we take the number
of data accesses as the first priority when extra data blocks
are considered, and take the execution delay of corresponding tasks as the second priority when two data blocks have
the same accesses. Note that, when we consider the second
priority, those pending data blocks have already been used
and their accesses have already been larger than 1.
Therefore, the completion of those completed tasks can
be used as the guidance for choosing the data blocks related
to computing-intensive tasks. For those tasks assigned to
the datacenter within the extra time lag, related variables
should be changed, i.e., in line 5 of Algorithm 3.
The complexity of runData is O(Υ + maxj |T j |) for
each submitted job, where Υ is the cost for solving a linear
program over at most maxj |T j | concurrent tasks. That is,
Algorithm 2 contains the solving part for lp-GeoTS. Given
the number of slots, the cost of the linear programming
grows with respect to the increasing number of concurrent
tasks. By using interior point method, the complexity is
Υ = O (maxj |T j |)̟ L [56] in worst case, where ̟ ≤ 3
and L is the number of input bits. And Algorithm 3 offloads
at most maxj |T j | tasks.

5

T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS

Roadmap: In order to analyze the overall completion time
for a sequence of jobs, we need to analyze the completion
time of each job first. Therefore, we illustrate the theoretical
analysis on runData by two key steps: 1) subsection 5.1 is
used to bound the completion time for each job through
Martingale Analysis; 2) subsection 5.2 is used to illustrate
the relationship between the overall completion time for a
sequence of jobs and its global optimum, which is our main
theorem. The details of proofs are shown in subsection 5.3.
5.1

Analysis on LocalOpt-based Offloading

The analysis on the completion time of a single job contains
three parts: the first Lemma analyzes those tasks assigned
at edges; the second Lemma analyzes those tasks offloaded
to the datacenter; and finally the third Lemma analyzes the
overall completion time of a job. Here, for simplicity, we
define the constants: ∀j, Hj , maxi,s {|Rjs |, |N ji |}.
Lemma 1. Analysis on Local Tasks: The maximal completion
time of local task is concentrated on its LocalOpt, i.e., Opt(C̃j ),
with high probability. More specifically, the following inequality
holds with the probability of at least 1 − δ :
r
1
∀j : Localj ≤ Opt(C̃j ) + max {γi ek } 2Hj ln . (1)
k∈T j ,i∈Lk
δ
Proof. See Subsection 5.3.1, “Proof for Lemma 1”.
Lemma 2. Analysis on Remote Tasks: The maximal completion time of remote tasks is also concentrated on its LocalOpt, i.e.,
Opt(C̃j ), with high probability. More specifically, the following
inequality holds with the probability of at least 1 − δ :
r
1
∀j : Remotej ≤ Opt(C̃j ) + max {σi } 2Hj ln . (2)
k∈T j ,i∈Lk
δ
Proof. See Subsection 5.3.2, “Proof for Lemma 2”.
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Remark. We should mention here that Lemma 2 further
implies the violation of Constraint (0) in εD -GeoTS, since
the previous inequality holds under a certain probability,
i.e., with the probability of at least 1 − δ . However, since
Remotej is concentrated on the local optimum of job-j , the
violation is actually measured by the second term on the
right and εj with the probability of at least 1 − δ .
Lemma 3. Analysis on Entire Job: The overall latency of job-j
by using the power of two choices is concentrated on its LocalOpt
with high probability. More specifically, the following inequality
holds with the probability of at least 1 − δ :
s
1
∀j : Ωj ≤ Opt(C̃j ) + max {σi , γi ek } 2Hj ln √ . (3)
k∈T j ,i∈Lk
δ
Proof. See Subsection 5.3.3, “Proof for Lemma 3”.
5.2

Analysis on A Sequence of Jobs

Theorem 1. Theoretical Analysis on A Sequence of Jobs: The
overall latency for n jobs is concentrated on its GlobalOpt with
high probability by using runData. More specifically, following
inequality holds with the probability of at least 1 − nδ :
X
Cj ≤ GlobalOpt + O(Ψδ,n ), s
(4)
j

1
Ψδ,n , κn max σi + max εj , max{σi , γi ek } 2Hj ln √ ,
i
j
k,i
δ

where Ψδ,n describes a profile of the cloud-edge system, and κ is
the average number of data accesses for a sequence of jobs.
Proof. See Subsection 5.3.4, “Proof for Theorem 1”.

We should mention here that: 1) Although the probability in the main theorem contains the term of δ , the value
of the term ln √1δ is acceptable in realistic settings. Here, we
take 1000 jobs as a simple example. If the desired probability
is 0.9, then δ equals 0.0001, and ln √1δ equals 4.6; 2) κ and
maxj Hj in the theorem illustrate the peak workload and
the average workload for a sequence of jobs, respectively.
As illustrated in the trace of Microsoft Cosmos, the average
number of data accesses is 3.2, although the whole datasets
are accessed in an unbalanced manner; 3) Although Ψδ,n
may be large in terms of a large job number n, in the tight
version of the theorem, i.e., in subsection 5.3.4, Ψδ,n actually
shows the maximal distance between the result of runData
and the lower bound of the global optimum. As a result,
Ψδ,n just decides a range, instead of the exact performance.

Preparation for Akka Communication with Spark.Executor

Overhead

(b) Overhead for launching tasks
Fig. 7. Implementation details (workflow and message) over Spark

5.3

Details on Proofs

5.3.1

Proof for Lemma 1

Proof. Given task-k with required
P data block stored in edgek
i, a variable
∆
is
defined
as
γ
i
x≺k (Ixs −pxs )·ex , ∀s ∈ S i ,
P s
where γi x≺k Ixs ex describes the workload incurred on
slot-s by all considered tasks. Here, the consider tasks are
those whose submission timestamps are smaller than taskk (in other jobs) or P
task IDs are smaller than task-k (in the
same job). Then, γi x≺k pxs ex describes the expectation of
such workload on slot-s, since ∀k, E[Iks ] = pks . Thus, given
task-k , we have E[∆ks ] = 0, and we also have

∀s, k : |∆sf (k) − ∆ks | = γi |(If (k)s − pf (k)s ) · ef (k) | ≤ γi ef (k) ,
where f (k) is the successor of task-k in terms of the submission timestamp and task ID over considered tasks. And the
partial inequality is defined based on the standard just mentioned. Since ∀s ∈ S i , {∆ks } is a Martingale sequence [57].
Applying the Azuma’s Inequality [58] on {∆ks }, we have

δ2
∀s : P r[∆g(s)
≥ δ] ≤ exp{− P
},
s
2 kg(s) (γi ek )2

(5)

where g(s) denotes the “maximal” task ID over considered
tasks already assigned on slot-s, i.e., those queued tasks on
slot-s based on the partial order exactly mentioned before.
Inequality (5) equals that the following inequality holds ∀s,
with the probability of at least 1 − δ :
r
P
(Iks − pks )ek ≤ max {ek } 2 max {|Rjs |} ln 1δ
kg(s)

kg(s)

s,Iks =1

q

≤ maxk {ek } 2Hj ln 1δ .

(6)

Since the slot with the maximal completion time among
the edges also holds the previous inequality, we suppose
that task-k is the straggliest task on slot-s without loss of
generality. As a result, we have the equation regarding the
straggliest task of job-j as follows:
X
Ik ′ s ek ′ ,
∀j : Localj = qjs + γi
k′ ∈T j ,s∈S i ,i∈Lk
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as well as the fact that the following inequality holds with
the probability of at least 1 − δ , i.e., ∀j :
q
P
Localj ≤ γi k′ ≤g(s) pk′ s ek′ + γi maxk′ {ek′ } 2Hj ln 1δ
q
≤ Opt(C̃j ) + maxk′ ∈T j ,i∈Lk′ {γi ek′ } 2Hj ln 1δ ,

where Opt(C̃j ) is larger than the maximal completion time
regarding the tasks on slots, as defined in lp-GeoTS.
5.3.2 Proof for Lemma 2
Proof. By using the similar technique in Lemma 1, given
task-k with required data stored in edge-i, ∆k is defined as
X
(Xy − X̃y ) + ek · (Xk − X̃k ).
∀k : ∆k , σi
y≺k

Similarly, we have E[∆k ] = 0 and |∆f (k) − ∆k | ≤ σi .
As a result, {∆k } is also a Martingale sequence. By applying Azuma’s Inequality on {∆k },Passuming task-k is the
straggliest one as well as |N i | =
k′ h(i) Xk′ where h(i)
denotes the “maximal” task ID among those tasks offloaded
from edge-i to the datacenter, ∀j, k , we have
q
P
Remotej ≤ σi k′ h(i) X̃k′ + X̃k ek + σi 2|N ji | ln 1δ . (7)
Since |N ji | ≤ Hj upon the definition and the value of
Opt(C̃j ) is the maximal completion time of task in lp-GeoTS,
Opt(C̃j ) is actually larger or equal to the first two terms on
the right, and then we complete the proof.
5.3.3 Proof for Lemma 3
Proof. After combining Lemma 1 and 2 together, the following inequality holds with the probability of at least 1 − δ :
r
1
∀j : Cj ≤ Opt(C̃j ) + max {σi , γi ek } 2Hj ln . (8)
k∈T j ,i∈Lk
δ
By using the power of two choices mentioned in Algorithm 2, the probability of the event in which both of these
two choices breaks previous inequality is at most δ 2 . Then,
the event that Ωj holds such inequality is at least 1−δ 2 . Note
that, according to the power of two choices in runData, i.e.,
lines 5 to 6 in Algorithm 2, we have

∀j : Ωj = min{{Cj }1 , {Cj }2 }.
2

Then, we substitute δ for δ , and the following inequality
holds with the probability of at least 1 − δ :
s
1
∀j : Ωj ≤ Opt(C̃j ) + max {σi , γi ek } 2Hj ln √ ,
k∈T j ,i∈Lk
δ
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whose form is the same as that mentioned in Lemma 3. Such
form implies that the gap on the right grows slowly with the
decrease of δ , as mentioned in theoretical analysis.
5.3.4 Proof for Theorem 1
Proof. We denote by Φji the set of tasks belonging to job-j
whose data are stored in edge-i after the submission of job-j .
Due to the fact that any feasible solution of εD -GeoTS is also
a feasible solution of GeoTS, the maximal task completion
time for current job-j in εD -GeoTS is naturally larger than
its optimum in GeoTS, as well as its theoretical lower bound
solved from lp-GeoTS. Thus, we have

∀j : Opt(C̃j ) ≤ Opt(Cj ) ≤ max{σi · |Φji |} + max{ek },
i

k

because transferring all of the tasks with data re-distribution
regarding all data blocks to the datacenter is also one of the
feasible solution in GeoTS. Therefore, its value is actually no
doubt larger than the optimum of GeoTS. By applying the
previous inequality to Inequality (3), defining
s
1
∀j : Ξj = max{σi , γi ek } 2Hj ln √ ,
k,i
δ
and applying the Union Bound [59], we have the fact that
the following inequality
P holds with the probability of at least
1 − nδ . That is, for j Cj , we have
P 
≤ j maxi {max{ek } + σi · |Φji |} + maxj {εj , Ξj }
k
P 
≤ GlobalOpt + j maxi {σi · |Φji |} + maxj {εj , Ξj } .

Since the overall number of data accesses is κn, the total
number of transferred tasks is no more than κn. Here, we
define κ as the average accesses for a sequence of jobs. That
means we have the following inequality:
X
max{|Φji |} ≤ κn.
j

i

The number of overall data accesses describes the whole
pattern. And more precisely prediction on the transmission
of related data blocks directly shortens such theoretical gap.
After using the definition of Ψδ,n as we mentioned in Section
5.2, we then complete the proof. Note that Ψδ,n describes a
profile of the cloud-edge system.
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Currently, the distributed file system balances the data itself
according to the volume while the data analytics framework
reads/operates the data blocks in a batch manner, e.g., 64KB
for each batch, instead of changing the data distribution. In
our implementation, the Executor within each Spark Worker
keeps in store already transferred data during the execution,
and valid the data as a qualified data block to HDFS.
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TABLE 3
Improvement by Data Re-distribution via Piggybacking.
Delay+ v.s. Delay
Aggreg.+ v.s. Aggreg.
Improvement
54.99%
68.16%
via Piggybacking1 Flutter+ v.s. Flutter
LocalOpt+ v.s. LocalOpt
55.98%
25.41%
1. The term + means data re-distribution via piggybacking is used.
2. The term Aggreg. is the abbreviation of Aggregation strategy.
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Implementation upon Spark

To implement runData, we override some components in
Spark upon HDFS, as shown in Fig. 6. We should mention
here that Spark and HDFS are typical frameworks used in
data analytics. And in this paper, we take Spark and HDFS
as the example to illustrate our implementation. Note that
we also implement similar functionalities upon Hadoop and
HDFS. Here, the Driver in Spark is used for scheduling the
tasks in a job, the Worker is used for managing a server, and
the Executors are used to host multiple running tasks in the
Worker. Main functionalities are listed as follows:
Queue Tasks in Slots. Traditionally, the compute slot,
i.e., the Executor in Spark, launches the tasks immediately
when it is idle as well as it receives the requests from the
Spark Driver. As a result, Hadoop and Spark do not support
queuing tasks, although a branch of Yarn [47] has discussed
such functionality. In this paper, we propose to postpone the
scheduling of related tasks for the same purpose. Note that
the scheduling of tasks is conducted by the TaskScheduler in
Spark Driver. runData tracks the status of tasks and assigns
selected slot to a pending task as long as the selected slot is
idle. Otherwise, runData cheats the pending tasks again and
again as if there is no available resource for task execution.
Re-distribute Data Block via Piggybacking. During the
task execution, as mentioned in previous section, data block
is fetched batch by batch, and would be directly discarded
after being received and used. In this paper, we reserve the
space in terms of a data block with fixed size in the memory,
as illustrated in Fig. 6. After splitting the transferred batch
data for task execution based on pre-defined delimiters, we
keep it in store in memory instead of reusing existing small
buffer, in order to avoid the data discards. After the completion of a offloaded task with data re-distribution label, the
Executor in Spark would trigger the Block Validator to valid
the data stored in memory to a qualified data block.
Validate Data Block to HDFS. The data block stored in
memory is first flushed to a specific directory of the local
file system. Then, a CMD based thread is used by a script
to delete the meta information of target data block in HDFS.
After that, another CMD based thread is triggered to put the
desired data blocks back into HDFS, so as to change the data
re-distribution. Note that all of these things are conducted
after the execution of a task, which has less impact on the
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Fig. 10. Results to illustrate the effectiveness of runData

task. After the completion of running tasks, the original data
blocks would be cleaned by the balancer of HDFS itself soon.
After that, we illustrate our proposed runData according
to its workflow, overhead and security as follows:
Workflow of runData. As illustrated in Fig. 7(a), the
details of related workflow is shown. After receiving the
runData request along with the cluster message from Spark
Driver, the executor then launches the task according to the
runData flag within the message, which indicates whether
data re-distribution via piggybacking is needed. After receiving the batch data, runData overrides the LineReader
and TextInputFormat classes, in order to use those kept data
in memory for task execution via <key, value> pairs.
Overhead of runData. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the operations related to store each batch data in the memory are
actually implemented by just shifting a point, in order to
distinguish those already stored data and those just fetched.
Further shown in Fig. 7(a), although the operations related
to I/O flush are conducted, they are actually triggered after
the execution of the task. As shown in Fig. 7(b), the runData
message is actually a boolean flag to indicate whether the
data re-distribution needs to be conducted.
Security of runData. Although the data re-distribution
is actually conducted by validating flushed data block as if
runData cheats the NameNode of HDFS, all of the communications with NameNode incurred are conducted by using
available APIs. As a result, the operations only triggered by
those authorized servers are adopted, which are authorized
during the initialization of HDFS by using authorized SSH
keys and the check of HDFS itself. Thus, we assume that the
authorized servers being checked are trustful.
Remark. Unfortunately, the available APIs supported by
the HDFS fail to re-distribute the data blocks directly, since
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Testbed Results

The testbed is built upon Spark 1.3.1, Hadoop 2.2.0, within
11 VMs deployed over four racks over Inspur SN5160M4,
Dell PowerEdge R730 and R740, and Dell C6320, as shown
in Fig. 8. One of the VM is responsible for both Spark Master
(standalone mode) and HDFS NameNode. The default size
of a data block in HDFS is 128MB. All of the VMs are used
for both data storage and in-memory computation, whose
settings range from 3 to 15 CPU cores, 8 to 20 GB memory
and 15Mbps links by using Linux Traffic Control [60], [61].
The data randomly chosen from novels for WordCount is
1.2GB. Particularly, 15 CPU cores and 20GB memory are
allocated to the master VM hosted in Inspur SN5150M4, to
mimic the datacenter; The average CPU cores and memory
allocated to Slave1 - Slave3 are 6 and 10GB, respectively, to
mimic those edges with strong computing capability; And
the CPU cores and the memory allocated to Slave4 - Slave10
are 3 and 8GB, respectively. All of the slaves connect to the
master VM with authorized SSH keys mentioned before.
Algorithms. We compare proposed runData with other
four typical algorithms used in the testbed. 1) Locality [9]
runs tasks directly to the server, in which their required data
is stored; 2) Aggregation [13] aggregates all required data to
the server hosting the scheduler for execution; 3) Delay [62]
assigns tasks to idle servers near to the related data blocks
within acceptable time lag; 4) LocalOpt schedules the tasks
by using the results from lp-GeoTS as probabilities. Note
that Delay scheduling is the default strategy in Spark.
Improvements. As shown in Table 2, runData gains 15%
reduction on average for a sequence of jobs. Initially, all of
the data blocks are generated within the slaves randomly
over four racks to mimic the scenario, where all of the data
are often generated within edges. During the submission in
term of a sequence of jobs with multiple trials, those hot
data blocks are transferred by runData and kept within the
master as early as possible. For a majority of scenarios, all
of the hot data blocks are transferred within the lifecycle of
10 jobs. Although LocalOpt actually offloads the tasks to the
master, it ignores to re-distribute the data blocks due to the
limitation of those data analytics frameworks.
For the scenarios, where the data blocks are generated
and crowded within a few slaves, multiple accesses by a
sequence of jobs easily result in heavy workloads. Although
Delay Scheduling also offloads the tasks, it has to wait for
several seconds and fails to re-distribute the data. runData
gains at least 27% reduction under low load scenario with
200Mbps bandwidth because runData has much more opportunities for data re-distribution within extra time lag, i.e.,
ε = 2 according to the theorem. rundata also gains at least
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HDFS supports a logical disk for the users and the users do
not need to consider the locations of related data blocks. As
a result, we propose a mechanism to re-distribute the data
blocks via piggybacking along with the execution of tasks.
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Fig. 11. Results for validating the scalability of runData

8.5% reduction under high load scenario. Aggregation assigns the tasks to the master, leading to long transmissions.
As shown in Fig. 9(a), runData only costs several million
seconds for each batch data, including shifting the pointer in
memory and other related operations, which nearly does no
harm to the execution of a task. Here, the overall duration of
a task under middle load is about 10 seconds. That means,
the lag between two consecutive timestamps in Fig. 9(a) is
about 0.1 second. As shown in Fig. 9(b), runData spends at
most 150 million seconds to conduct lp-GeoTS.

7
7.1

E XPERIMENTAL S TUDY
Methodology

The average job completion time is defined as the average
elapsed durations for jobs, which start from jobs’ arrival
time and end at the moment that all their tasks completed.
Workloads. We use the synthetic workloads in our experiments with trace-driven distributions in terms of the job
sizes, i.e., the number of tasks within a job, obtained from
Facebook [16], [63] as well as Google production cluster [24],
[64]. In order to make these two workloads consistent, we
define the average percentage here regarding the occupied
compute slots as the system utilization in our experiments.
Algorithms. Apart from four algorithms mentioned in
the testbed, we further evaluate two more strategies commonly used: 1) Frequency-Based offloads hot data according
to their accesses and a pre-defined threshold, e.g., 5; and 2)
Flutter [15] offloads the tasks, considering the idle compute
slots for optimized job completion time. Furthermore, for
all of the strategies, their extended versions with data redistribution via piggybacking are also considered and evaluated. The notation used for the extended algorithm is + .
Setups. We adjust the number of edges ranging from 100
to 5000, in order to mimic various realistic scenarios [65].
The number of the compute slots and the WAN bandwidth
are set based on the real performance analysis in terms of
Amazon EC2 and previous studies [66], [67]. To evaluate the
unbalanced data distribution, Zipf Distribution is used to
model the skewness, which is adjusted by the Zipf’s skew
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parameter [17]. The task durations are modeled by Pareto
distribution with β = 1.259 based on the Facebook workload described in [26]. The jobs’ inter-arrival timestamps are
based on Poisson Process mentioned in previous work [16].

50
30

Except for the common metric, i.e., the average job completion time, we also evaluate the uploaded data.
Improvement of Piggybacking. Table 3 shows the reduction on the average job completion time for a sequence of
jobs, by using the data re-distribution via piggybacking over
multiple strategies. All of these four typical strategies with
data re-distribution via piggybacking gain at least 25.41%
improvement compared with their original versions, under
the scenario, where the system is under middle load, i.e.,
50% compute slots are occupied. Furthermore, other three
strategies improve much more than that of LocalOpt. The
reason is that LocalOpt has already taken the computingintensive tasks as well as the resources at edges into consideration, and is willing to offload proper tasks to the datacenter. As a result, LocalOpt has the lowest job completion
time compared with other three strategies without data redistribution. Hence, LocalOpt has opportunities to transfer
extra valuable data to the datacenter based on LocalOpt
itself. In overall, data re-distribution via piggybacking actually reduces the average job completion time.
Characteristics of Uploaded Data. Except for the overall
completion time for a sequence of jobs considered, we also
analyze the uploaded data according to their accesses. Note
that Capacity-Aware is the same as LocalOpt, since both of
them show the preference on the compute slots. As shown in
Fig. 10(a) to Fig. 10(c), when the average system utilization
is high, i.e., 80%, runData uploads more hot data, which is
transferred by Frequency-Based with data re-distribution via
piggybacking. The results by using various threshold values
for Frequency-Based are shown in Table 4. With the growth of
threshold value, data blocks are more likely to be crowded
within edges until their accesses reach to such threshold. As
a result, the overall completion time increases correspondingly. runData uploads nearly 40% data whose accesses are
higher than 5. Although runData uploads more data than
Flutter and Delay Scheduling, most of the data transferred
by them would not be frequently used by incoming jobs.
We should mention here that when the datacenter has
adequate compute slots, Flutter uploads nearly the same
volume of data compared with Delay Scheduling, because
both of them prefer to assign tasks to idle slots. Moreover,
nearly 90% data blocks are transferred via runData when
their accesses are less than 4, which means runData actually
offloads hot data candidates as early as possible by using
data re-distribution via piggybacking and ε-bounded task
scheduling. When the system utilization is low, runData
uploads fewer data blocks, but it has already tried its best
to offload more hot data than other strategies. Furthermore,
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Fig. 12. Further results on the scalability of runData

runData uploads more data related to computing-intensive
tasks to the datacenter, whose average completion time is at
least 7% longer than the data transferred by other strategies.
Choices of ε. We also evaluate the choice of ε in order to
show the effectiveness of the proposed theorem, as shown
in Fig. 11(a). Under the scenario where the utilization is
moderate, i.e., 50% compute slots are occupied, the results of
runData regarding the average job completion time is very
closer to the results by using optimal ε. The gap between
these two results is at most 0.5s by using both estimated
and optimal ε, under various scenarios with different skew
parameters. ε actually relies on the skewness of data distribution, i.e., ε increases when the data distribution is much
skewed within few edges. A large value of ε means it is
necessary to re-distribute more data to the datacenter, but it
would also defer current job while a small value of ε means
runData has less opportunities on data re-distribution.
Scalability of runData. With the growth of Zipf skew
parameter, as illustrated in Fig. 11(b), those data blocks are
more likely to be crowded within a few edges. Although the
completion time of jobs increases, runData always performs
the best. As illustrated in Fig. 11(c), the average bandwidth
ranges from 20MB/s to 50MB/s. With the increase of the
bandwidth, data re-distribution via piggybacking has more
opportunities to offload those hot data as early as possible.
Thus, the gap between runData and other strategies with
data re-distribution via piggybacking actually decreases, but
also gain at least 9.1% reduction. Aggregation+ decreases
much when the bandwidth is high since the whole dataset
is transferred, which is highly influenced by the bandwidth.
Both Capacity-Aware+ and runData decrease less than
that of any other strategies because they would also queue
adequate tasks within the edges for optimizing the completion time for current job. Similar results also shown in terms
of the compute slots. As shown in Fig. 11(d), the details
regarding the results of runData are illustrated. With the
increase of both bandwidth and the average number of slots,
the average job completion time decreases accordingly.
Table 5 shows the details of the traces used in large scale
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of evaluations. More specifically, 96% jobs generated in the
trace of Google have 1-150 tasks while 8% jobs generated in
the trace of Facebook have 150-500 tasks. In order to make
these two workloads consistent, as mentioned before, we
use the synthetic workloads with these two traces together
such that the average percentage of occupied compute slots
is middle for evaluations, i.e., the system utilization is 50%.
As illustrated in Fig. 12(a) regarding further results on
the scalability, we vary the values of interval lags for two
consecutive jobs. With the decrease of such interval lag
for two consecutive jobs, more tasks are more likely to be
crowded within the edges for a short time. runData balances
proper tasks queued at the edges and those tasks transferred
to the datacenter with data re-distribution. As a result, the
reduction on the average completion time increases.
As illustrated in Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 12(c), we vary both
the number of jobs and the number of tasks in a job for
evaluations. When the number of jobs is large, Aggregation+
performs better than runData in terms of the average job
completion time, since almost all data blocks are transferred
to the datacenter and the forthcoming jobs are benefit from
those transferred data blocks. However, the completion time
for those jobs submitted at the very beginning is extremely
large, which is unsuitable for timely data analytics. runData,
instead, re-distributes the data along with the execution of
tasks as well as along with the execution of jobs. Then, for
any job submitted, the completion time is almost acceptable.
With the decrease of the number of tasks, the reduction on
the job completion time incurred by runData also decreases,
since the re-distribution of data is conducted along with the
tasks. Then, the decreasing number of tasks refers to less
opportunity to re-distribute the data blocks.
At last, Fig. 12(d) shows the effect of the power of two
choices used in Algorithm 2, which is the illustration of
CDF. By using the power of two choices, the bad event in
terms of the long completion time for each job is more likely
to be avoided. As a result, given fixed job completion time,
the proportion of jobs by using the power of two choices is
large than that of rounding the results from lp-GeoTS once.
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